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The First Small "Ones"

by DAVID KLEIN

Inscription on back of .400004015A.

Daniel Nash Morgan, a greater Bridgeport, Connecticut
native, was Treasurer of the United States between 1893 and
1897. His signature thus appears on the Educational Notes.
An important, highly respected man, he continued to be in-
terested in the paper money of the United States long after he
was no longer in office.

An indication of his interest in paper money is the illus-
trated letter from W. 0. Woods, who was Treasurer of the
United States at the time the first, new, small-sized Silver
Certificates were issued, in July of 1929. Woods was respond-
ing to Morgan's request for low-numbered notes.

Bureau records indicate that the first 4,000 numbers were
used for uncut sheets, but only 11 or 12 of these are known to
exist today. Some small amount of light can be shed on what
transpired in 1929 by the actual notes which Woods sent to
Morgan.

I have been fortunate enough to acquire five of the ten
notes that were sent to him. These notes are serial numbered
A00004012A, A00004013A, A00004015A, A00004016A, and
A00004021A, and thus establish the range of the notes which
were sent. Woods indicates in his letter that these were the
lowest numbered notes available, and the lowest he had sup-
plied "to anyone for personal reasons." This implies that
low-numbered notes, or perhaps sheets, were given out for
other reasons, perhaps, political or for public awareness of
the new size and style.

Morgan gave the notes away, but only after he had either
written on the back of them or autographed them, or both.
On A00004012A he wrote, "D N Morgan July 15, 1929 from
W.O. Woods Treas US in exchange." This matches up quite
neatly to the writing in Morgan's handwriting on a registered
article return receipt. At the bottom of the back of this docu-
ment he wrote, "From U S Tr W. 0. Woods 10 US notes
sent ... in exchange U. (S) Sil Certs." I wonder what notes
Morgan sent as face payment? Perhaps, ten large-sized F40s?

On the second note, A00004013A, Morgan wrote, "Mrs.
Mary Morgan, Bridgeport, Conn, July 15, 1929," but did not
autograph it. Several years ago when I acquired this note
from a local coin dealer, I did so because of the serial num-
ber. Until I found other notes from the group I didn't realize
the true importance of the note.

The five Morgan notes.

On A00004015A Morgan became garrulous. He wrote,
"D N Morgan July 15, 1929" at the right edge; "Received
from W 0 Woods Treas US from 2 Packages of 4000 one
dollar bills" over the "E" in ONE area; "Daniel Nash Mor-
gan Bridgeport Connecticut" below the "0" in ONE area;
and Treas US June 1, 1893 to July 1, 1897," at the left edge.
All of this writing appears at right angles to the printing of
the note on this and all of the notes I have. If Morgan was
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON

OFF101 OF

TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES
mmtartymetworammls Jai; 11, 1929.

Dees Mr. Morgans

ln your letter of April Seth, you expressed
a desire to procure ten one dollar bills of as los
number as any be available. I an accordingly transmitting
them to Jolt, It is with regret that I find myself enable
to forward lower nunbess. There has been s great diskag
for the low numbered certificates and these I an sending,
you are the lowest the writer ha' sent to agrommoildkom
has supplied for personal reasons.

With kind regards and the expression of
hope that you may continue in good health and spirit, I sa 

Sincerely yours,

enclosures

Hon. Daniel N. Morgan,
P. 0. Box 155,
Bridgeport, Conn,

Transmittal letter from W.O. Woods to D.N. Morgan.

correct, the notes were packaged in bricks similar to today's
from the outset.

On A00004016A, Morgan wrote above the "E" in ONE,
"For Mr. Albert A. Grinnell, Detroit, Michigan, July 15,
1929;" and below the 0 in ONE, "D N Morgan Treas US,
June 1, 1893 to July 1, 1897." This one note involves three
treasurers of the US (Tate, Woods, and Morgan) and one of
the most renowned numismatic names of the century.

The last note of the group, A00004021A, has written in
the right margin, "July 10, 1929" followed by an indecipher-
able something after which is, "Pa issued to W 0 Woods
Treas US." This doesn't really make much sense as the notes
weren't sent to Morgan until July 11, and everything the
statement says seems backwards. Morgan's writing on the
note continues above the "E" in ONE with "To in David E.
Bunswish(?), Shelton, Connecticut, August 21, 1929;" and
below the "0" in ONE, "D. N. Morgan, Treas of the US,
June 1, 1893 to July 1, 1897." This last note is the only one
which is not CU.

Morgan apparently gave out A00004012A through at
least A00004016A on July 15, 1929, but didn't give out the
last note until August 21, 1929. At this writing, I do not
know what transpired with the five missing pieces of the
puzzle, numbers A00004014A, A00004017A, A00004018A,
A00004019A, and A00004020A.

The notes do give us a bit of insight into low-numbered,
first block, 1928 Silver Certificates and a similar small frag-
ment of knowledge about W. 0. Woods, and more so about
Daniel Nash Morgan.
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